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 Chapter 321 Please forgive Mommy 

"Daddy." Lan Lan looked at him cautiously and timidly, "Don't blame Mommy, she didn't dare to come 

and said Daddy didn't like her and hated her, but I can't help it. Seeing her crying, she had no choice but 

to send me here, it's all my fault, I'm sorry, Daddy, I just miss you so much, please don't blame mom, 

okay?" 

  She pursed her lips, the tears she suppressed were hanging in her eyeballs, it seemed so pitiful. 

Shen Mei stood at the door with a scared and shy look, and said in a low voice: "Zhen Ting, I'm sorry, I 

shouldn't have come, but Lan Lan misses her father so much that she doesn't want to eat and drink. I 

feel sorry for my daughter, so I had to send her here , but don't worry, I'll be leaving right away." 

She lowered her head and finished speaking, looked up at Lan Lan and said in her own voice: "Lan Lan, 

you should stay by Daddy's side, and you must listen to Daddy's words. Usually Daddy is busy with work, 

so you have to eat and sleep well. Kindergarten study hard, be united and friendly with Ke Ke and Ding 

Ding, don't let Daddy be distracted, and be a sensible and good daughter, understand?" 

  The little girl was moved by Mummy's passion, and looked at her with her mouth curled up, her eye 

circles turned red. 

   "Zhen Ting, you should take Lan Lan to bed early, I'll be leaving first." She walked outside without 

any hesitation. 

"No." Lan Lan suddenly yelled heart-piercingly, climbed off Li Zhenting and rushed towards Shen Mei, 

holding on to the corner of Shen Mei's clothes, crying, "Mommy don't go, I want Mommy!" Mi stays 

with Daddy, I want Daddy, and I also want Mommy." 

Shen Mei looked very embarrassed, looked at Lan Lan who was crying out of breath, squatted down and 

stroked her head, and said softly: "Lan Lan, Mommy made a mistake, your father is very angry, He 

doesn't want Mommy anymore. Be good, let Mommy go. From now on, you follow Daddy well. Mommy 

will come to see you when she has time. Daddy is rich and powerful, and he treats you well. It's much 

better to follow me, as long as you can do well, I would rather you follow your daddy, even if Mommy 

thinks about it, you will control yourself." 

   Speaking of this, she burst into tears, choking with sobs. 

"Daddy, please forgive Mommy. I don't want Mommy to leave. I want Mommy to stay with me. I think 

Mommy also misses Daddy." Lan Lan burst into tears and ran to Li Zhenting. Holding his hand, weeping 

unbearably, her small shoulders trembled from time to time, indescribably pitiful. 

"Lan Lan." Shen Mei couldn't help it anymore, she rushed forward to protect Lan Lan into her arms, 

looked at Li Zhenting with tears in her eyes, and pleaded with a raised face: "Zhenting, Lan Lan has been 

pitiful these days , always crying at my mother's house, she misses Daddy, but also doesn't want to leave 

me, it's already late today, just let me stay with her for a night, I promise to leave tomorrow." 

After finishing speaking, he took Li Zhenting's hand and confessed: "Zhenting, I'm sorry, it's all because 

of my obsession. I shouldn't have done such a thing to Keke and Ding Ding. You don't know how 



regretful I am now. During this time, every day We are all blaming ourselves, wishing to kill ourselves, 

because of this, we were going to get married soon, and Lan Lan would have a complete family, but now 

not only is it gone, but it also makes you suffer, and even hates me , I really regret it." 

  Looking at the mother and daughter crying together in front of him, Li Zhenting felt extremely 

complicated. 

   They are also mommy, Shen Mei took the initiative to give her daughter to him to raise, just 

because she knew that Lan Lan would follow him, and her life would be better in the future. 

   As for Shen Ning, she racked her brains to **** Keke's custody right from him. She doesn't have 

that ability now. If she did, she might even want to take away Ding Ding's custody right. 

   This woman is really clueless. 

Thinking about it this way, he still felt that Shen Mei was a little bit sweeter and not so angry. Although 

she made a mistake, no one has made a mistake. As long as she changes it in the future, it will be fine. 

Besides, she is Lan Lan's after all. Mommy, it's impossible for their relationship to disappear forever. For 

Lan Lan, they will still meet more or less in the future. 

Chapter 322 Don’t you think they look more like siblings? 

   "It's too late, then you should stay with Lan Lan tonight." He finally spoke, although his face was 

expressionless, his tone was much gentler. 

   "Thank you Zhen Ting." Shen Mei wept with joy. 

"Daddy, you are really my good daddy, you are so great and wise, I love you so much." Lan Lan cheered 

and jumped into Li Zhenting's arms, shaking from side to side, the rainbow fart rattled . 

  A smile appeared on the corner of Li Zhenting's lips, and he kissed her forehead. 

  In the princess room. 

   "Lan Lan, you performed so well today, Mommy is so happy." Shen Mei hugged Lan Lan and kissed 

again and again, she was very happy. 

   Lan Lan was praised and very happy. 

   "Mum, I really like Daddy and want to be with him forever." She stared at her beautiful **** eyes, 

full of longing. 

   "Don't worry, as long as you do what Mommy takes care of, you will be with Mommy and Daddy 

forever." Shen Mei vowed. 

   "Really?" The little girl's eyes were shining. 

  Shen Mei nodded heavily. 

   Lan Lan happily fell asleep. 

  In the study. 



   Li Zhenting finally concentrated and started to work. After a while, the door opened, and Shen Mei 

walked in wearing a nightgown. 

  Her nightgown today is not as **** and revealing as the previous few times, and even very 

conservative, which makes Li Zhenting have nothing to say. 

   "Zhen Ting, come here, drink a cup of chrysanthemum tea and rest first, don't exhaust your body, 

although work is important, but your body is more important." Shen Mei carefully put a cup of steaming 

chrysanthemum tea in front of him. 

   Li Zhenting has been on fire for the past few days, looking at the golden chrysanthemum soup tea, 

he also feels thirsty. 

   "Thank you." He took a sip and asked, "What can you do?" 

Shen Mei said seriously: "Zhen Ting, although there are conflicts between us, Lan Lan is always innocent. 

The little girl has been sad these days, and she hasn't had a good meal. I think, since I won't leave 

tonight Well, why don't we take Lan Lan out for dinner tomorrow morning, and go to the children's 

playground to have fun, and it can be regarded as making up for her. After all, I only have such a 

daughter. I am also a mother, and I love her very much. of." 

   Li Zhenting nodded: "Yes." 

  Ke Ke and Ding Ding are his children, and Lan Lan is also his daughter, he can't favor one over the 

other, Ding Ding and Ke Ke need a family reunion, Lan Lan is a girl, more so. 

  It’s just a meal and playing with the children, which is what it should be. 

   So, he agreed. 

   "Thank you, Zhen Ting." Shen Mei didn't look very happy after hearing this, but she just thanked 

her with a low eyebrow and turned around to leave. 

But after walking a few steps, he turned around and said seemingly unintentionally: "By the way, Zhen 

Ting, I saw Xiao Xiao when I went to pick up Lan Lan from the kindergarten today. She was standing 

alone at the gate of the kindergarten without an adult to pick her up. So pathetic." 

   Li Zhenting frowned upon hearing this. 

   "This little girl's mother is really a fool. Such a young daughter doesn't know how to pick up and 

drop off. No matter how busy or tiring the work is, you have to consider the safety of the child." He 

shook his head. 

  Shen Mei looked at him, and suddenly asked: "Zhen Ting, don't you know who the little mummy is?" 

   Li Zhenting shook his head. 

  How could he know? Since he knew Xiaoxiao until now, he hasn't even seen her mother. 

   "Then you don't feel strange?" Shen Mei said desperately. 

   Sure enough, this time successfully seduced Li Zhenting's curiosity. 



   "What's weird?" 

   "Think about it, why is Xiaoxiao so close to Ding Ding and Ke Ke? Is it just because they are Ding 

Ding's classmates? Not necessarily, don't you think they look more like siblings." Shen Mei woke up. 

   Li Zhenting's face changed color suddenly, he straightened up, some images began to flash in his 

mind, and suddenly he felt a sense of enlightenment. 

   "You mean Xiaoxiao is Shen Ning's child?" He asked sharply. 

"Yes, that's actually the case." Shen Mei looked at him in fear, "Xiao Xiao's facial features actually look 

quite similar to Shen Ning's. That day, I saw Shen Ning go to the kindergarten to pick Xiao Xiao up, and 

Xiao Xiao I also call her Mommy." 

   Li Zhenting moved his lower body, his black pupils flickered under his bushy eyebrows. 

   No wonder he always felt that Xiaoxiao seemed a little familiar, and he couldn't remember where 

he saw it before. Moreover, he always felt that there was something wrong with this little girl. It turned 

out that she was the child that Shen Ning gave birth to with another man. 

   That's why she followed Ding Ding to live in Li's Castle. It seems that Ke Ke and Ding Ding have 

known about it for a long time. 

  Ge Di 

  A burst of anger ignited in his chest, as if his chest was being choked by gravel, uncomfortable and 

suffocating. 

   His fingers clenched. 

 Chapter 323 Who hit my little one? 

   "Shen Mei, I hope you are not trying to provoke right and wrong. You should know that I hate this 

kind of woman the most." Li Zhen was furious, but in his heart, he had already agreed with this fact. 

Shen Mei felt aggrieved: "Zhen Ting, you already know whether Xiao Xiao is Shen Ning's child, right? Of 

course, it doesn't matter if you believe it or not. Anyway, she is someone else's child, and it has nothing 

to do with you." , it’s not a big deal, it doesn’t matter.” 

  After she finished speaking, she turned and left. 

   Li Zhenting curled up his fingers and knocked the teacup next to him to the ground. 

  When Shen Ning returned home in a daze, Aunt Dong was sitting at the dining table waiting for her 

to eat. 

   "Miss, how are you? Have you seen Ke Ke and Ding Ding?" She asked with concern. 

  Shen Ning shook his head and told the story. 

Aunt Dong sighed and said, "Don't worry, just wait a little longer. After all, the old man and the old lady 

are getting old. They just returned to China. If you think the grandchildren are normal, you should let Ke 

Ke and Ding Ding live there for a few days. Well, after a long time, you are the mother of the child after 



all, so go over and say that you miss the child, and take the children back. I think the old man and the old 

lady are enlightened people, and they will not embarrass you. Besides, The old man and the old lady 

treated you fairly well before, so they can be won over." 

  Shen Ning nodded slightly when he heard the words. 

  She didn't have any thoughts about the old man and the old lady, what she was worried about was 

Li Zhenting! 

According to her intuition, this **** man seems to have changed his temperament recently, and he is 

very indifferent to her. She actually doesn't care how he treats her, but what she is most afraid of is that 

he will suddenly have a nervous attack and hide Coco and Ding Ding. Let her see, this is the most deadly. 

   And it seems that Shen Mei has returned to Li's Castle. 

   If this woman really goes back, she will definitely not stop being a demon, and Ke Ke and Ding Ding 

will be in danger! 

  Thinking of this, she had a headache. 

"Miss, Keke and Ding Ding are not around these few days, so you should take care of Xiaoxiao." Aunt 

Dong said again, "When I rushed to pick her up from the kindergarten today, the little girl's eyes were 

red, as if she was crying. She didn't say a word, she was depressed, as if she had been hit by something, I 

asked her, but she didn't speak, I looked so pitiful, please take care of her." 

   Shen Ning's heart sank when he heard this, his eyelids jumped, and he hurriedly asked, "What 

about Xiaoxiao, where is she?" 

  Usually when she comes home, Xiao Xiao will rush up, either helping her with her slippers or serving 

her tea and water, she is very attentive. 

   She hadn't felt unusually quiet until now. 

   "She ate very little for dinner, and she is going back to her room now." Aunt Dong pointed to the 

children's room. 

  Shen Ning took a few mouthfuls of food casually and walked directly to the children's room. 

Xiaoxiao was sitting on the bed with a big doll in her arms, hugged it tightly, patted its back from time to 

time, and murmured softly: "Don't be afraid, Xiaoxiao, they won't beat you again, they are big villains, 

they will be beaten Eaten by the great devil." 

  When Shen Ning opened the door and walked in, Xiaoxiao didn't seem to see her, she sat blankly, 

her big dark eyes were full of confusion, even fear. 

  She immediately sensed that something was wrong with her daughter. 

   "Xiaoxiao, Xiaoxiao." She walked up and called out several times, but Xiaoxiao didn't recover, still 

holding the doll tightly, muttering. 

  Shen Ning was so dazed by his daughter. 



"Xiaoxiao, Mommy's good daughter, tell Mommy quickly, what's wrong with you?" She had heard what 

Xiaoxiao was muttering, and hurriedly asked, "Who are they? Who hit my little one?" Small?" 

  She climbed up and hugged Xiaoxiao and the doll into her arms, and kissed the child's forehead. 

 Chapter 324 What does this have to do with you? 

   "Mommy." Xiaoxiao finally smelled the familiar smell, and was sure that her mommy was back. She 

hugged Shen Ning and started crying. 

Shen Ning felt that the matter was more and more serious, so he hurriedly wiped her tears, patted her 

to comfort her for a long time, and then asked softly: "Little, what happened to you today? Tell Mommy, 

Mommy Help you beat the bad guys." 

  Xiaoxiao sobbed: "Mum, that ugly witch and Lan Lan hit me." 

   After Shen Ning was stunned for a moment, his heart seemed to be torn apart instantly, and his 

eyelids twitched violently. 

   "Xiao Xiao, is that ugly witch Shen Mei?" She asked. 

"Yes, she is so fierce. She hit my back and pinched me hard. Lan Lan stepped on my feet with her high 

heels. It hurt so much." He said it over and over again. 

   "Why did they beat you?" She was shaking with anger, and asked through gritted teeth. 

"They threatened me and told me not to go to Li's Castle again, saying that I'm a scumbag and can't play 

with Ke Ke and Ding Ding." Sobbing, Xiao Xiao asked with **** and dazed eyes: "Mom Mi, why? I'm also 

Daddy's daughter, Ke Ke and Ding Ding are both from my brother, why am I a bitch, why can't I play with 

them?" 

"Nothing, that's what they said nonsense. Shen Mei is an ugly witch, and ugly witches talk nonsense. 

Don't believe her." Shen Ning immediately denied it, but her heart ached, her whole body froze. of. 

  Did Shen Mei discover that Xiao Xiao is her daughter? 

   Otherwise, why would she threaten Xiaoxiao and beat her? 

  For a while, I felt very scary. 

   When I went down to check the small wounds, sure enough, the little girl had blue marks on her 

insteps and arms, and even palm marks on her back. It was really abhorrent to bully a five-year-old girl. 

   "Mum, my brother is not by my side, I'm so scared, I don't want to go to kindergarten anymore." 

Xiao Xiao retracted into Mummy's arms, her small body trembling, her eyes full of fear. 

Shen Ning endured the severe heartache, patted her gently, and comforted her: "Don't worry, Mommy 

will never let that wicked woman beat you again. I will go to her tomorrow to settle the score. From now 

on, Mommy will definitely go to the hospital on time." Take yours." 

  Holding her daughter in her arms, she comforted her softly, tears streaming down her face. 

   After a while, under her comfort, Xiao Xiao finally fell asleep. 



  Shen Ning put her on the bed, got out of bed gently and went to the study. 

  As soon as she arrived in the study, she tried to call Li Zhenting again, the same, only a cold voice. 

  She thought for a while and dialed Shen Mei's cell phone. She found this cell phone number from 

the notebook when Shen Mei called her last time. 

   After a while, Shen Mei connected to the phone. 

"Hey, sister, what's the good thing at this late hour? Are you feeling uncomfortable after being chased 

away by Zhenting? Want to see if Zhenting and I are doing something good?" Her voice was seductive 

and warm, with With a smug smile. 

  Shen Ning's eyes were about to burst into flames, and he asked sharply, "Shen Mei, let me ask you, 

what did you do to Xiao Xiao with Lan Lan today? You actually hit a five-year-old girl?" 

"Hey, sister, why are you so excited? That little **** is so hateful, he pesters Ke Ke and Ding Ding every 

day, and often lives in Li's Castle, grabs Lan Lan's beef balls, loves Lan Lan Ignore her, I have long disliked 

her, it is normal to teach her a lesson, what does this have to do with you?" 

   "It's really despicable and shameless." Shen Ning scolded angrily, "Xiaoxiao is just a five-year-old 

girl. You, an adult, do such a thing of bullying the little by the big, aren't you afraid of retribution?" 

Chapter 325 Must apologize in person 

"Hey, sister, you really don't know why. It's none of your business if I beat you up. She's not your 

daughter. You're so anxious to get angry. Could it be that she's your illegitimate daughter?" She asked 

mockingly. road. 

   At this point, Shen Ning already understood that Shen Mei definitely knew that Xiao Xiao was her 

daughter, otherwise, she would not have retaliated so maliciously. 

"That's right, Xiaoxiao is my daughter." Shen Ning admitted righteously, "Shen Mei, you vicious woman, 

dare to beat my daughter, tell you, I will not let you go. " 

   She threateningly hung up the phone. 

  Shen Mei laughed while holding her mobile phone. 

  Shen Ning, I hit your daughter, so what? 

She thought for a while, then deliberately dialed the phone, and after Shen Ning connected, she said 

proudly: "Shen Ning, don't think that you can still get the protection of Zhenting this time, if you think 

that way, it's a big mistake Wrong, you must know that Ke Ke and Ding Ding are his sons, so he will feel 

distressed, and naturally he will protect them, but Xiao Xiao is not, he will never love Xiao Xiao as much 

as he loves Ke Ke and Ding Ding, and, He doesn't like this illegitimate daughter of yours, maybe he still 

wants me to teach Xiaoxiao a lesson, so you should swallow your anger and don't make fun of yourself. 

By the way, I want to tell you one more thing. Zhenting has forgiven me. He is the one who picked me 

up and Lan Lan back tonight. I am living in Li’s Castle now, and I won’t leave. Tomorrow we will be a 

family I have to go out for a reunion dinner, haha. " 



   She laughed a few times and hung up the phone. 

   Shen Ning was holding the phone, trembling all over, and a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

  Shen Mei, I will never let you hurt my daughter, just wait and see. 

The next day, early in the morning, Shen Ning personally sent Xiaoxiao to the kindergarten. She 

immediately found the school teacher, told her about Xiaoxiao being beaten at the kindergarten gate, 

and showed her Xiaoxiao's injuries. Yes, the school should be held accountable. 

  The teacher panicked when he heard this, and hurried to find the principal. 

  After hearing about this incident, the headmaster took it very seriously, and immediately went to 

the security room to check the monitoring. 

   In the end, it was indeed Shen Mei who brought Lan Lan to hit Xiao Xiao. 

  Shen Ning saw Shen Mei beating her daughter in the surveillance, and her daughter was crying 

helplessly, her heart was broken, and she vowed to take revenge. 

  In this life, she can bear being bullied by anyone, but she must never see her daughter being 

beaten. 

   "Principal, this matter is very serious in nature. I demand a thorough investigation and deal with 

the person who beat my daughter according to law." Shen Ning put forward his request. 

  At first, the principal was filled with righteous indignation. After all, this happened at the gate of the 

kindergarten. He was responsible for explaining to the parents, but when he found out that the girl who 

hit the little girl was Shen Mei, he was a little timid. 

"How about this, Ms. Shen, how about I apologize to you and your daughter on her behalf, and waive 

your daughter's tuition for a semester?" The principal didn't dare to provoke Shen Mei, after all, she was 

still Li Zhenting's fiancée in name, Moreover, he was even more afraid of things, worried that he would 

get burned, and the position of the principal would be lost at that time, so he just wanted to make 

things better and make peace with others. 

But Shen Ning is not so easy to provoke, the most important thing is that Xiao Xiao has already been 

beaten, and she has a shadow in her heart. If Shen Mei is not dealt with, she is worried that she will 

come to beat Xiao Xiao again, and now Xiao Xiao has already treated Shen Mei's mother. The two girls 

were afraid, and she had to ask them to apologize to Xiaoxiao and remove the shadow in Xiaoxiao's 

heart. Only in this way, Xiaoxiao would not be afraid to go to kindergarten. 

   "Absolutely not, you are you, she is her, you can't replace her, Shen Mei must be punished 

according to law, and the mother and daughter must apologize to Xiao Xiao in person." Shen Ning's tone 

was very firm. 

   Now the principal's head is getting bigger! 

 Chapter 326 That woman is Shen Ning 



"How about it, principal, you send this surveillance video to my mobile phone, and I will solve this 

problem myself." Shen Ning knew that if this matter relied on the principal, it would probably drag on 

indefinitely, and Xiao Xiao would not let it go on every day. To go to school, it must be resolved as soon 

as possible. Besides, the little girl is fragile in heart and cannot let the shadow in her heart last for too 

long. Cutting the mess quickly is the best solution. She made this request decisively. 

  When the principal heard that Shen Ning could solve it by himself, it was what he wished for. He 

immediately agreed and asked Shen Ning to take a video of this little beating. 

  In order to avoid the shadow of Xiaoxiao's fear of the kindergarten, she directly took Xiaoxiao out, 

stood on the side of the road, and called Li Zhijun. 

  Last night, she heard very clearly that Shen Mei said that she would bring Lan Lan and Li Zhenting to 

have a reunion dinner today, so they must be together now, as for where, she didn't know. 

  She is going to take Xiao Xiao to find Shen Mei and Lan Lan immediately, ask them to apologize to 

Xiao Xiao in person, and let Li Zhenting know their evil deeds, so that they will not dare to bully Xiao Xiao 

in the future. 

  In Keli's Castle, Housekeeper Luo has been fired, and she has no way of knowing where they are 

eating now. 

  She thought of Li Zhijun! 

   "Hi, my dear Ning Ning beauty." After the call was connected, Li Zhijun spoke glibly. 

  Shen Ning heard his voice hoarse, as if he had just woken up. It seemed that last night, he spent the 

night in the arms of some woman. 

   "Zhijun, do me something." She begged. 

   "What's the matter?" Li Zhijun yawned big. 

   "I want to know where Li Zhenting and Shen Mei are eating now?" 

  Li Zhijun's eyes widened when he heard this: "What's the matter? Didn't my cousin drive Shen Mei 

away? How could he still have dinner with her?" 

  Shen Ning sneered: "Lan Lan is his biological daughter." 

   "Oh." Li Zhijun scratched his head and seemed to understand something. It seemed that Shen Ning 

was about to be at a disadvantage again. 

   "Okay, you wait, I will tell you as soon as I find out." 

  Li Zhijun hung up the phone to inquire. 

  Shen Ning continued to walk outside with Xiao Xiao. 

   "Mommy, are we really going to settle accounts with that wicked mother and daughter? I'm 

afraid." Xiao Xiao walked on her short legs, her immature face was full of worry. 



  Shen Ning smiled confidently: "Don't worry, Mommy promised you that you must let the vicious 

woman who beat you apologize to you. You just need to accept it with peace of mind." 

   "Okay." Xiaoxiao looked at Mummy adoringly, and happily agreed. 

  From childhood, as long as there is a mommy, there is nothing impossible. She believes that 

mommy can do it. 

  She felt much better. 

   Soon, Li Zhijun sent a message. After reading it, she hired a taxi and went directly to Shengtian 

Hotel. 

   Shengtian Hotel. 

   "Lan Lan, are you full?" Li Zhenting looked at the satisfied Lan Lan and asked affectionately. 

   "Daddy, I'm full." Lan Lan replied with a smile, rubbing her round belly. 

   "Okay, we're ready to leave when we're full." Li Zhenting turned on his phone and clicked on the 

electronic menu to pay. Shen Mei winked at Lan Lan and said, "Lan Lan, thank you soon, Daddy." 

   "Thank you, Daddy." Lan Lan immediately thanked her in a childlike voice, smiling with big eyes: 

"Daddy, I love you so much." 

  The corners of Li Zhenting's lips twitched. After paying the bill, he was about to leave with Shen Mei 

and her daughter. 

  Ge Di 

  His handsome face darkened. 

  At the gate of the pub, a woman was striding towards them holding the hand of a little girl. 

   And that woman is Shen Ning. 

Chapter 327 Does she deserve an apology? 

"Zhen Ting, you see that woman is aggressive, she must have come to trouble me, I'm so scared." Shen 

Mei saw Shen Ning at a glance, and felt guilty the moment she saw her, Shen Ning must have come The 

one who was looking for her to settle accounts deliberately approached Li Zhenting and looked at him 

softly. 

   Li Zhenting's eyes immediately fell on Xiao Xiao who was being held by Shen Ning, and there was a 

dangerous coldness in his eyes. 

   "Shen Mei, I want you and Lan Lan to apologize to my daughter Xiaoxiao immediately." Shen Ning 

held her head up slightly, led Xiaoxiao towards her in awe-inspiring manner, and spoke sharply at Shen 

Mei. 

   "Why?" Shen Mei retorted coldly, leaning tightly against Li Zhenting. 



   "Why? You vicious woman, don't you know what you have done to Xiaoxiao?" Thinking of her 

playing Xiaoxiao, Shen Ning's heart was twisted like a knife, and his eyes were bloodshot. 

  Shen Mei looked at Li Zhenting: "Zhenting, she must have seen me and Lan Lan eating with you, she 

must have been jealous, so she came to find me bad luck, and I did this for Lan Lan." 

   This time, she was confident. 

  After all, Lan Lan is his biological daughter, and Xiao Xiao is Shen Ning's stain, she was born with 

another man, but Li Zhenting is a man, it is impossible to support Shen Ning. 

   So what if you hit her daughter? 

   "Don't play sloppy eyes on me." Shen Ning couldn't rest in anger, and slammed the table down, 

"Shen Mei, I will never let you go if you hit my daughter. You must apologize to my daughter 

immediately." 

   "Mummy, Daddy, I'm afraid." Shen Ning's table was slapped loudly, and Lan Lan jumped into Li 

Zhenting's arms in fright. 

  Li Zhenting hugged her with his long arms, glanced at Shen Ning sharply, and comforted Lan Lan in a 

friendly voice: "Don't be afraid, with Daddy here, no one will dare to bully you." 

   Li Zhenting's words made Lan Lan smile happily. She hugged his neck and kissed him, and said 

softly, "Daddy, thank you so much." 

   After finishing speaking, she snuggled into Daddy's arms comfortably, turned her head and stared 

at Xiaoxiao fiercely, with a complacent look on her face. 

Hmph, I have a father who loves me, and you, you are just the child of a wild man, you don't even know 

who your father is, even if I beat you to death, you can't take revenge on me, because your mother can't 

fight My daddy's. 

  Little black eyes fixed on Li Zhenting. 

   Li Zhenting hugged Lan Lan with a kind expression on his face, which deeply hurt the little girl's 

heart. 

  Obviously, she is also Daddy's daughter, but Daddy only has Lan Lan in his heart, and only loves her. 

She is so sad. 

   She shed tears, and she didn't even care about Lan Lan's humiliating eyes. What she cared about 

was that her father was right in front of her eyes, but she turned a blind eye to her. 

   At this time, Shen Mei became even more arrogant after hearing what Li Zhenting said to Lan Lan. 

"Shen Ning, you are too much, you want me and Lan Lan to apologize to your **** daughter, tell you, 

there is no door." Shen Mei stared at Xiaoxiao and cursed viciously, "It's just a cheap **** Forget it, I 

don't know which dog man she was with, so she deserves to apologize." 



   "Bastard." Shen Ning was so angry that he stopped talking nonsense, raised his hand to pick up a 

bowl of soup on the table, and directly poured it on Shen Mei's face, moving quickly, accurately, and 

ruthlessly! 

  In order to protect the children these years, she also became a tigress. 

   "Ah." Shen Mei screamed, covering her eyes with her hands, oil and water were all over her face, 

hair, and body, and her eyes were splattered with oil and salt, causing burning pain. 

 Chapter 328 You really have the guts to challenge me 

  Shen Mei never dreamed that Shen Ning would be so bold, daring to splash her soup in front of Li 

Zhenting, which greatly exceeded her expectations. 

   "Zhenting, she treated me so savagely, you must vent your anger on me." She screamed loudly, 

crying loudly. 

   Li Zhenting's face turned pale instantly. 

"Lan Lan, you apologize to Xiao Xiao immediately, and promise that you will never trouble her again in 

the future, and never beat her again. Auntie will forgive you for the sake of being a well-behaved and 

sensible child." Shen Ning looked at her seriously. Lan Lan ordered. 

"Hmph." Originally, Lan Lan was a little afraid of Shen Ning, but seeing her tidying up Mommy and being 

protected by her father, coupled with Shen Mei's instigation, she snorted coldly and said loudly: "I I 

don’t apologize, I hate Xiaoxiao the most, she snatches my beef balls, and pesters my brothers Ke Ke and 

Ding Ding every day, I wish I could drive her out, and never allow her to come into our house again.” 

   Shen Ning was very angry when he heard this. 

   Both of these are so bad, it seems that they are relying on Li Zhenting! 

  She can't spoil them, otherwise, the little days will be even more sad in the future. 

   "President Li, I would like to ask, how do you deal with this matter?" She looked at Li Zhenting 

fiercely, aggressively. 

   Li Zhenting looked at her indifferently: "What's the matter? Is this a matter? Does it need to be 

dealt with? How dare you ask my daughter to apologize to Xiao Xiao? Who is Xiao Xiao? Please tell me 

now?" 

   Shen Ning felt a little guilty after hearing this. 

   It is true that Xiaoxiao is her daughter, and she lived with Li Zhenting in Li's Castle for a while, but 

she never told him. Based on this, she is wrong. 

   But she also has difficulties. 

"Then listen carefully. I'll tell you now that Xiaoxiao is my daughter. I didn't tell you before. That's 

because first, you don't need to know. Second, I'm afraid it will affect your emotions. I won't let you 

know at that time." I took care of Ke Ke and Ding Ding, but this matter is a trivial matter, there is nothing 

to worry about, after all, Xiao Xiao is just my daughter, I love to tell who is my business, if I don’t tell 



you, I won’t violate the law, But today, Shen Mei and Lan Lan beat Xiaoxiao viciously, causing physical 

and psychological shadows on Xiaoxiao, this is not a trivial matter, and a decision must be made." She 

said her words strongly. 

   Li Zhenting looked at Xiao Xiao coldly. 

  The little eye circles are red, and she is staring at him closely. 

  Seeing the little girl's aggrieved appearance, his heart throbbed. 

Xiaoxiao is indeed a cute little girl, she looks pink and tender, and he once thought that if only his 

daughter would be great, he would definitely spoil her as a little princess, but unfortunately, she is Shen 

Ning and The **** born of that unknown wild man. 

  Based on this status, he disliked Xiao Xiao even more. 

   "My Li Zhenting's daughter doesn't need to apologize to anyone." He said indifferently, with an 

extremely arrogant attitude. 

Shen Ning seemed to have expected him to have such an attitude long ago, and was extremely angry at 

the moment, sneering: "President Li, it seems that today you are planning to use your power to protect 

your woman and daughter, then I'm sorry, I am not Will agree." 

   "Really." Li Zhenting looked at her coldly, "Then what do you want?" 

"It's very simple. There are two ways. First, Shen Mei and Lan Lan apologize to Xiao Xiao and promise 

not to hurt her in the future. You must also criticize and educate them well. In this way, you are the 

father of Ke Ke and Ding Ding." Let them go, but if you don’t want to, then I have no choice but to go the 

other way: let’s do business. However, I want to remind you that the Li family is a wealthy family. If this 

matter becomes a big deal , but it’s not good for the Li family and your reputation, you have to think 

about it.” She said bluntly. 

  Li Zhenting's eyes narrowed, and a cold light flickered: "Shen Ning, you really have the guts to 

challenge me." 

   "Tell you, for my daughter, I can do anything, and morality is on my side, so I have nothing to be 

afraid of." Shen Ning is righteous, not afraid of Li Zhenting's majesty. 

Chapter 329 Li Zhenting also felt the pressure 

  Li Zhenting glanced at Shen Ning coldly. 

  The woman's apricot eyes were ice-cold, and her delicate face was covered with a faint blush due to 

anger. The corners of her eyes and brows were full of determination and courage, with an aloof look of 

not being afraid of the powerful and powerful, and daring to fight to the end. 

  He said lightly: "Isn't it just children fighting, how can there be children who don't fight? Is there a 

need for such a big fanfare?" 

"Mr. Li, please keep your... dog... eyes wide open. This is not a simple fight between children. It is 

obvious that an adult took a child to beat a five-year-old girl. The nature is very bad. I must get my 



daughter back." One is fair, otherwise, I am not qualified to be a little mommy." Shen Ning answered 

firmly. 

"Shocking." Shen Mei was helped by the waiter to the bathroom to clean her eyes and ran over crying, 

"Xiaoxiao, together with Ke Ke and Ding Ding, deliberately snubbed Lan Lan every day, and even 

snatched Lan Lan's beef balls. You have seen all this. Yes, I'm also a mother, I just want to fight for Lan 

Lan, she loves her child, so don't I love her?" 

   After speaking, I cried tears. 

Shen Ning sneered: "Shen Mei, Xiaoxiao, Keke and Ding Ding are brothers and sisters. If they have a 

good relationship, why do they call Lan Lan in the cold? It's clear that you have wrong intentions and 

instigated Lan Lan. Going to kindergarten to beat a five-year-old girl, doesn't your conscience hurt? It 

seems that you and Lan Lan will not apologize willingly, and this kind of beating will definitely not be the 

last time. I'll do business as usual. " 

   After she finished speaking, she stopped talking, took out her mobile phone and made a direct call. 

soon 

  Two policemen walked in. 

"Comrade policeman, it's her, Shen Mei, who took her daughter Lan Lan and beat my daughter Xiaoxiao 

at the gate of the kindergarten. My daughter is only five years old. She is an adult and she did such a 

vicious thing. You must Punish according to law." 

  When the police came in, they saw Li Zhenting who was sitting in a trance, and his expression 

changed. 

   It seems that today's case is very difficult, and the capital of the imperial capital is implicated. You 

must know that the relationship between their chief and Li Zhenting is very strong. 

   "Ms. Shen, do you have evidence?" He looked at Shen Ning. 

"Of course there is." Shen Ning pulled out the surveillance video of the kindergarten and sent it to the 

police, "You can go to the security room of Lantian Kindergarten to check the surveillance video at any 

time. Also, there are pictures on my daughter's arms and back. There are bruises on the insteps, which is 

iron evidence." 

  Shen Ning showed Xiaoxiao's injuries to the police. 

  The facts are obvious, Shen Mei and Lan Lan did fight Xiao Xiao, and it was not light! 

  The police had no choice but to look at Li Zhenting, and laughed together: "Mr. Li, how do you think 

about this matter?" 

   Li Zhenting has been sitting heavily, his face indifferent. 

  Seeing his noncommittal appearance, Shen Ning smiled coldly, and immediately called again. 

   Soon, two reporters from the Imperial Capital Daily walked in. 



  Reporters are not police officers. As soon as they came in and saw this situation, they were 

immediately very excited. They took several consecutive shots and began to actively understand the 

truth of the matter. 

  The two policemen panicked now. If this incident was reported and aroused public outrage, they 

would lose their jobs in a matter of minutes. 

  Li Zhenting's face was as dark as a pot, and his eyes were stern. 

   This woman is really not afraid of death, she dares to make trouble, she is really afraid of being 

stunned, she is not afraid of death. 

  She invited all the reporters, it seems that she intends to make things bigger. 

   However, these two reporters are still from the Imperial Capital Daily. The Imperial Capital Daily 

owns the shares of the Jing Group. They have exposed scandals of the Li Group several times. Li Zhenting 

has not dealt with them, and now they are getting more and more rampant. 

  For the first time, Li Zhenting also felt the pressure. 

  The most important thing is that Shen Ning has evidence and the truth. If he protects Lan Lan, it will 

only become a scandal, which does not match his identity. 

 Chapter 330 Apologizing to Xiao Xiao 

   "Shen Ning, let's talk about this matter later, let them all retreat first." Li Zhenting glanced at the 

two reporters jumping up and down, and ordered Shen Ning, his eyes were cold. 

   "No." Shen Ning flatly refused, "Today's matter must be resolved, and we will never tolerate it." 

   Li Zhenting was silent for a while, and could only look at Shen Mei: 

   "Shen Mei, take Lan Lan to apologize to Xiao Xiao." 

   Shen Mei's face changed color, she didn't expect Shen Ning to be serious. 

   Moreover, she is not afraid of Li Zhenting at all! 

   "Daddy, I don't want to apologize, I don't like Xiaoxiao, I hate her." Lan Lan stuck in Li Zhenting's 

arms and glared at Xiaoxiao bitterly. 

  Xiao Xiaohong is also hostile to her with circles around her eyes. 

  The two little ones are like enemies, and they are extremely jealous when they meet. 

   Li Zhenting's sword eyebrows were straightened, his face was gloomy, and he emphasized his tone: 

"Shen Mei, did you hear what I said? If you can't do it, then let Shen Ning take care of it, and I'll go first." 

  He put Lan Lan aside and stood up to leave. 

   "Daddy, don't." Lan Lan cried. 

   Li Zhenting sullenly said: "Lan Lan, you are not a good boy, Daddy is so disappointed in you, why did 

you hit Xiao Xiao?" 



"Daddy, I'm a good boy. Don't leave. I want to be with you. I'll go and apologize to Xiaoxiao right away." 

Seeing that her father was angry, Lan Lan was very afraid that Daddy would not want her from now on, 

so she left immediately Crying and apologizing in front of Xiaoxiao: "Xiaoxiao, I'm sorry, I shouldn't have 

bullied you, I apologize to you." 

   "Lan Lan, can you guarantee that you won't bully Xiaoxiao again?" Shen Ning asked anxiously 

beside her. 

   "Good auntie, I can assure you that I will never bully Xiaoxiao again." Lan Lan nodded persistently, 

"Can you forgive me?" 

  Shen Ning looked at Xiao Xiao. 

Tears rolled down her little eyes, but she is a kind little angel, and she knew to be lenient to others since 

she was a child taught by her mother, so she nodded: "Okay, Lan Lan, As long as you don't target me in 

the future, I will forgive you." 

   "Thank you, Xiao Xiao." Lan Lan laughed, turned around and ran to Li Zhenting, holding his hand. 

   Li Zhenting touched her head: "That's good." 

   "Daddy, hug, hug." Lan Lan stretched out her arms to hug Li Zhenting. 

   Li Zhenting bent down and hugged her, Lan Lan smiled happily. 

  Xiaoxiao looked at Daddy lovingly hugging Lan Lan, with tears of grievance in his eyes. 

   "President Li, where is the most vicious person?" Shen Ning looked at him coldly, and pressed him 

step by step. 

  She can forgive Lan Lan for her ignorance. After all, she is just a little girl, but Shen Mei is different. 

She is an adult who bullies young people maliciously, so she cannot forgive her. 

   Li Zhenting looked at Shen Mei with gloomy eyes. 

   "Zhen Ting, me." Shen Mei was in a state of distress. In front of so many people, especially a 

reporter apologizing to a five-year-old girl here, it was simply hard for her to accept. 

   "Okay, you go with the police, do what you want, I will take Lan Lan back." Li Zhenting was already 

very impatient. 

   "Okay, Xiao Xiao, I apologize to you." Shen Mei clenched her teeth and walked in front of Xiao Xiao, 

saying: "It was my fault, I shouldn't hit you, I hope you don't care about Auntie, please forgive Auntie?" 

   "Hmph." This time Xiaoxiao snorted coldly, turning her head to the side. 

   Shen Mei was very embarrassed. 

"Little, Auntie promises you that she will never hit you again, so please forgive Auntie?" She endured the 

disgust in her heart, and in order to perform well in front of Li Zhenting, she had to apologize to Xiaoxiao 

. 

  At this time, two reporters were filming by the side, and Shen Mei's fingers were tightly clenched. 



  Xiaoxiao still doesn't speak. 

  Shen Ning would not force her, after all, yesterday, Shen Mei and Lan Lan really hit her, the pain 

cannot be erased by an apology. 

 


